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About DAYITVA

To instill the values of social responsibility towards the society

community and environment, DAYITVA club of Institute of Innovation in

Technology and Management was formed. The club sensitizes the

students towards various issues pertaining to gender equality; social,

religious, linguistic inclusion; constitutional obligations and

environmental issues. It is one of the most active clubs in the institute

which conducts vivid variety of activities namely plantation drive, eco-

friendly Diwali campaign, Vigilance Awareness week, Donation drives,

health check-up camps etc.

Connect with us 

Email: dayitva.iintm@gmail.com

Instagram: @dayitva.iintm

Linkedin: @dayitva-eco-club-iintm

Follow us on social media for updates and event

announcements!
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From our heart
Dayitva, the club at the Institute of Innovation in Technology and Management

(IITM), is dedicated to a wide array of social initiatives. Over time, our

endeavours have encompassed diverse activities, including tree plantation

drives to nurture a greener environment, extending a helping hand to the less

fortunate in our community, facilitating essential donations for those in need,

and actively advocating for pressing issues such as poverty and healthcare

challenges.

"Dayitva" embodies the essence of "responsibility" at its core. It signifies our

unwavering commitment to creating a positive impact on society and nurturing

a sense of duty towards the betterment of our community. We firmly believe

that by uniting as a community, we can drive transformative change and foster

a collective sense of responsibility toward our society and its multifaceted

challenges.

Our mission at Dayitva is to instill the values of social responsibility within our

student community, emphasizing their roles in fostering positive change in

society and safeguarding our environment. We strive to sensitize students to

critical issues such as gender equality, social inclusion irrespective of religion

or language, adherence to constitutional obligations, and environmental

conservation.



As one of the most dynamic clubs at our institute, Dayitva conducts a diverse

range of activities. We boast a dedicated group of members who are

passionate about the well-being of both people and the planet. Our diverse

and driven team comes together to conduct a wide range of impactful

activities. Our members are committed to greener practices and eco-friendly

decisions, while also promoting ethics and responsibility.

We believe that Dayitva has the potential to inspire a brighter future for

society. Join us in our journey of social responsibility, where together, we can

make a significant difference and uphold our shared commitment to building a

better world.

Our Work

 Medical Heath Checkup Camp in collaboration with

Manipal  Group Of Hospitals, Clove Dental and Centre For

Sight 





 I Don’t Chase, I Attract (Wish-wall event)



 Who Did It? (Treasure Hunt event, part of Vigilance

Week)


